
HEALTH AND SAFETY PROTOCOLS FOR AUDIENCE MEMBERS.

These protocols have been devised in consultation with Lynchburg Dept. of Health.
Dr. Laura Gateley will be present during the show to supervise that all measures are followed appropriately.

On the day of the show, prior to arrival, guests should fill out in a simple health questionnaire online and bring a printed copy or a
screenshot of the result on their mobile phone. Go to questionnaire by clicking the link below:

https://covid19symptomchecker.spectrumhealth.org/welcome

 OOTJ is limiting the total number of guests on the lawn to 200. 

 Upon arrival, wearing mask is required to interact with OOTJ and Point of Honor staff.

Contactless check-in: At Will Call guest will just show a printout of their ticket or the confirmation on their mobile phone.

 After check in, guests will be directed by OOTJ and Point of Honor staff to a clearly marked “family pods”, where they will be able to
take their face covering off. (We suggest that, whenever possible, our guests keep their face covering on, for added safety).

No more than 6 people per pod. Guests in pods will have to keep a 6 feet distance from other guests not in their pod.

Guests must adhere to social distancing controls during queuing. 

Gathering in groups outside one's family pods is strongly discouraged.

Thank you for keeping each other, as well as our artists and crew safe, so we can all enjoy art together!
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 OOTJ is limiting the total number of guests on the lawn to 200. 

 Upon arrival, wearing mask is required to interact with OOTJ and Point of Honor staff.

Contactless check-in: At Will Call guest will just show a printout of their ticket or the confirmation on their mobile phone.

 After check in, guests will be directed by OOTJ and Point of Honor staff to a clearly marked “family pods”, where they will be able to
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